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About This Software

Designed to be intuitive, VideoPad is a fully featured video editor for creating
professional quality videos in minutes.

Drag and drop video clips for easy video editing

Apply effects and transitions, adjust video speed and more

One of the fastest video stream processors on the market

Edit Video From Any Device

Capture video from a DV camcorder, VHS, webcam, or import most any video file format including avi, wmv, mpv and divx.

Fine-tune color and other visual effects

Slow down, speed up or reverse video clip playback

Reduce camera shake with video stabilization
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Add photos and digital images to your sequences

Plugin support to add thousands of tools and effects

Optimize AVI or MPEG video files with VideoPad Movie Maker

Full Of Transitions and Visual Effects

Over 50 visual and transition effects to add a professional touch to your movies.

Choose from a wide range of video clip transitions

3D video editing and 2D to 3D stereoscopic conversion

Customize the duration of applied transitions

Overlay text for captions and movie credits

Chroma key green screen video production

Create videos for DVD, HD, YouTube and more

Burn movies to DVD for playback on TV, or as a standalone video file to share online or put on portable devices.

Burn to DVD and watch on your TV

Save for YouTube and share online

Save to PSP, iPod, iPhone or 3GP mobile phone

Export movies in multiple resolutions including full HD, 2K and 4K (720p, 1080p, 1440p, 2160p and more)

Easily share finished videos with family and friends

Amazing audio tools

Import and Mix Music Tracks Like A Pro

Record your own narrations with the click of a button

Use sound effects from the free Sound Effect Library

VideoPad mpeg editor and movie maker allows you to mix a soundtrack for
your movie
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great game if you can get it to work :(. It does not work, you need a programmer so you can play. It is an inferior version of
Disciples 2, it is not worth it.. I'm a big fan of twin-stick shooters.

There have been some great games in the past; geometry wars, waves, etc..
In my opinion this game is not just another run-of-the-mill clone, this game feels very highly polished.

Apart from Health and Special Weapon pickups you have to understand that the only other things you want to touch are the
green and blue 'droplets'. Everything else, you either avoid or destroy.

Try to use your 'manual' gun as much as you can and sparingly use the 'automatic' gun when overwelmed. I also mainly only use
the Special Weapon when I am going in to destroy the enemy shield installations.

If you like this genre of game, then this one is fun and I highly recommend it!
. Tags: TBS - Turn Strategy - Fantasy
Troubleshoot review:
Game would not lauch : failure to find fonts.

Just go to the installed folder, go to the 'Exe' folder and look for the 'DISCIPLE.INI' file.
Open it with an editor and edit everything beneath '[Installation]' and '[InstallationClient]'.
Change every path from the default C:\\program files (x86) to the path were you installed the game.

Game works like a charm afterwards. So far it fails each time I tab to anything else..

DON'T TAB.. great game, I don't see why any Montaro fans are complaining. both games have many good qualitys. Meow Go
certainly has better graphics and the girls are cute. Montaro had 3 music tracks instead of 1, more costumes, and the ability to
steal panties from girls walking by. this game allows more then one way to jump and the controls feel more responsive. as I said
a long time ago in my Montaro review it would be great to see a Montaro 2 or a DLC adding more to that game however they
never did so I think it is great another game with a similar style has been made.. addicted to being a naughty meow send help.
Around twenty years ago there's three leaders among fantasy TBS: Heroes of Might and Magic, Age of Wonders and Disciples.
All of these are beautiful gem of game design. No, really, everything in this old game is perfect. Balance is good, music is
charming and atmospheric, the story is simple but catchy and the art is really cool. Also it's worth to mention AI. Despite second
part, here you really have to fight, even on the easy level.

Speaking in few words: You HAVE TO PLAY it!!. A delightful mashup of beloved arcade classics Robotron, Bosconian,
Sinistar and Star Castle, by way of Geometry Wars. Nicely designed upgrade system adds a fun layer of strategic decision-
making and increases replayability. Not as difficult as some other shmups, but challenging enough to be satisfying. As an indie
project with a single named developer a la old school Activision\/EA, very impressive. If you're a fan of any of the
aforementioned influencing games, you won't want to miss the beautiful Frankenstein that is Bezier.
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This is the 3rd part of the Mysterious series. Similar to how Atelier Sophie was, it was an entertaining and relaxing experience.

For the better or the worse, certain mechanics have changed or were added. You can now assign another character to support
characters that you are using in your party. Those supports will be helping the character they are assigned to in battle by using
follow-up skills that are triggered under certain conditions. In this game, leveling your Alchemy doesn't simply let you
synthesize higher item level items. It also gives you more base max effect levels while synthesizing items and lets you transfer
more traits without the need to use specific catalysts that you would need to use otherwise. Other than that, the game is very
similar to the previous games, without Atelier Firis' open world, and also lacks of english voice overs that previous games had.

There was only one thing that bothered me and it was all the animations and follow-up attacks that happens during combat. The
further you get into the game, the more follow-up skills and combination arts you unlock, the longer it takes you to get through
their animations. Beside that, it was an enjoyable experience.. Clearly inspired by the best elements of the genre (arcade gaming,
FTL, Starfox) with tons of nice throwbacks. Exciting gameplay with an adventurous streak is enhanced by some seriously
delightful sci-fi music and sound design.

Starship Rubicon also features surprisingly creative writing, a fun equipment allocation system (symmetry rules!) and even more
customization. Memorable and easy to get into, the game is a good introduction to the indie scene. Easily one of my favorites..
WOW!! This game is just AMAZING. Sights and sounds explode...controls are smooth, WASD and Mouse 1 and 2 are all you
need...for us non-controller gamers, and it's a BLAST to play! A lot of fun, and the you get the kind of rush that arcades used to
give. A new favorite, for sure.. This game was my childhood. The graphics, the art, the music, voice acting and the overall
atmosphere that reminds that of The Lord Of The Rings, makes this one of the best and most artistic strategy games ever made.

Flawless on Windows 10.. This is the most fun I've had with a character.. I use this to edit small and short videos. Works on
most video format, including .webm and .mkv so you dont need to convert. I Recommend this for light editing only as this
cannot handle heavy edits. Less complicated and user friendly, interface is pretty linear, good for beginner and new users alike.
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